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BPGM: A Big Graph Mining Tool
Yang Liu, Bin Wu , Hongxu Wang, and Pengjiang Ma
Abstract: The design and implementation of a scalable parallel mining system target for big graph analysis has
proven to be challenging. In this study, we propose a parallel data mining system for analyzing big graph data
generated on a Bulk Synchronous Parallel (BSP) computing model named BSP-based Parallel Graph Mining
(BPGM). This system has four sets of parallel graph mining algorithms programmed in the BSP parallel model
and a well-designed workflow engine optimized for cloud computing to invoke these algorithms. Experimental
results show that the graph mining algorithm components in BPGM are efficient and have better performance than
big cloud-based parallel data miner and BC-BSP.
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1

Introduction

Graphs are the most commonly used abstract data
structures in the field of computer science, and they
enable a more complex and comprehensive presentation
of data compared to link tables and tree structures.
Many issues in real applications need to be described
using a graphical structure, and the processing of
graph data is required in almost all cases, such as the
optimization of railway paths, prediction of disease
outbreaks, the analysis of technical literature citation
networks, emerging applications such as social network
analysis, semantic network analysis, and the analysis of
biological information networks.
The technique of graph mining has been developed
for a long period, and theories are continuously
being improved. However, with the advent of the
information age, which has led to the explosive growth
of information, the scale of graph-based data has
increased significantly. For example, in recent decades,
with the popularity of the Internet and the promotion
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of Web 2.0, the number of webpages has undergone
rapid growth. Based on statistics provided by the China
Internet Network Information Center (CNNIC), at the
end of December 2012, the number of webpages in
China had reached 122.7 billion, which represented
an increase of approximately 41.7% compared to the
previous year. Simultaneously, the number of microblog users accounted for 54.7% of all Internet users,
which is approximately 308 million. This phenomenon
highlights the scale of big graph data that is generated,
and it is challenging to perform efficient analysis of
these data.
To address this issue, we proposed a Bulk
Synchronous Parallel (BSP)-based Parallel Big Graph
Mining (BPGM) tool. BPGM provides a series of
parallel graph mining algorithms based on the BSP
method, with the support of distributed file systems
for the storage and management of graph data, and a
workflow engine to invoke the algorithms.

2

Related Work

BGPM is closely related to parallel computing
platforms and graph mining tools. Here, we briefly
summarize those related works.
Parallel computing platforms have been studied for
a long time, and they can be roughly categorized into
three types: (1) based on the MapReduce model, (2)
based on the Message Passing Interface (MPI) model,
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and (3) based on the BSP model. The MapReduce[1]
model was proposed by Google, and the most
famous and successful open-source implementation is
Hadoop. The MapReduce program can be divided into
two major steps: map and reduce. The MapReduce
framework relies on the <key, value> pair to transfer
data between the steps. Users can implement their own
map and reduce the function to do the calculation. An
application based on the MapReduce framework can
run on large-scale clusters in a parallel and fault-tolerant
way. However, the MapReduce model is suitable for
algorithms that do not have many iterations, and
there is little communication among working nodes,
which means that they are not suitable for most graph
algorithms.
The MPI[2] model proposes a model for message
passing, and many companies and universities have
implemented jobs that can be run on almost any
type of parallel computer and that support all existing
graph algorithms. However, because the MPI model
uses a communication method to integrate computing
resources, this model has several drawbacks, for
example, the low efficiency of parallel computing and
the high consumption of memory make it difficult to
manage in detail the resources and communication.
BSP[3] is also a widely used parallel computing
framework. BSP improved the weakness exhibited by
MapReduce, and performs well when a program has
a large number of iterations or requires a lot of
communication. A BSP program can be divided into
several super-steps, each of which consists of three
ordered stages: local computation, communication, and
barrier synchronization. A BSP system is composed
of a number of computers with local memory and
disks. Each computer can run several computing
processes called peers. In the local computation
stage, each peer is computed using locally stored
data. After finishing local computation, each peer can
communicate only necessary data to other peers. When
a peer finishes the communication stage, it will wait
until all the peers reach the barrier synchronization and
a super-step is completed.
Popular parallel data mining tools include the
following. Mahout[4] , which is supported by the
Apache Foundation, supplies classification, clustering,
pattern mining, regression, dimension reduction, and
other machine learning algorithms, but lacks the
graph mining function. GraphLab[5] improves on the
MapReduce abstraction by compactly expressing
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asynchronous iterative algorithms with sparse
computational dependencies. However, there may
be problems while implementing synchronization
mechanism graph algorithm. PEGASUS[6] is an opensource large graph mining system implemented on
Hadoop. The key idea of PEGASUS is to convert
graph mining operations into iterative matrix-vector
multiplication. While it supports large-scale graph data,
in practice, not all of the graph mining algorithms can
be modeled by matrix-vector multiplications. Dryad[7]
is a general parallel computing platform proposed by
Microsoft Research, which abstracts the computing and
communication in data mining operations into vertexes
and edges to form a dataflow graph. The platform
executes the vertexes on work nodes and refines the
dataflow graph to optimize the running process. Big
Cloud Parallel Data Mining (BC-PDM)[8] , developed
by China Mobile Research Institute (CMRI), provides
visualization operations for data mining and the
analysis of graph data. However, it is based on Hadoop,
and the graph mining algorithms therefore cannot
achieve a high level of performance. Pregel[9] , which
was motivated by BSP and implemented by Google,
provides a complete solution for large-scale graph
computing, but it has not been published in the public
domain. BC-BSP[10] is another implementation of the
BSP parallel platform. While most BSP platforms use
memory to exchange the temporary data, BC-BSP
designed a mechanism of spill data (including static
data and dynamical data) on the local disk to improve
the data processing capacity when the cluster scale is
limited, but the management and updating of this data
spill mechanism requires extra communication and
system resources, while introducing new defects to the
platform.

3

System Architecture

This system focuses on graph management and graph
mining. To manage graph data, we designed a graph
I/O management component in the parallel platform
layer and a data management component in the logical
layer. In the graph mining field, graph pattern mining,
graph clustering mining, graph classification mining,
and dynamic graph mining are the most popular
topics. We built the algorithm layer to implement
algorithms in the second and third areas (i.e., graph
clustering mining and graph classification mining), and
the graph attribute analysis as the foundation of the
graph analysis. Finally, we made this system extendable
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to enable the addition of other algorithm components.
An overview of the architecture of BPGM is
presented in Fig. 1. The system consists of four
layers. The function of each layer is described as
follows.
The parallel platform layer comprises three
components: a distributed graph file system, parallel
computing engine, and graph I/O management
component. We used the Hadoop Distributed File
System (HDFS) to construct the distributed graph file
system, enabling the storage of big graph data. Because
the BSP model achieves a high performance in graph
mining algorithms, we chose Hama BSP[11] as the
parallel computing engine, and used it to handle
message communication, data distribution, and fault
tolerance. The graph I/O management component is
responsible for the transfer of data from the database
into the graph data form that the BPGM can handle,
and it then exports the resulting BPGM data.
The algorithm layer is the main layer of BPGM. In
this layer, we implemented four sets of 20 algorithm
components in the BSP parallel model. Those algorithm
components can be divided into four sets. The graph
ranking set comprises PageRank[12] , HITS[13] , and
RWR[14] algorithm components, the graph clustering
set comprises GN[15] , CNM[16] , CPM[17] , and LPA[18]
algorithm components, and the K-means algorithm
is used for the processing of general data. The
graph attribute analysis set contains the graph
diameter, closeness centrality, clustering coefficient,
network density, betweenness centrality, and five other
algorithm components, while the graph partition set
contains components that are based on the Multilevel

Fig. 1

Architecture of BPGM.
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Stepwise Partition (MSP)[19] algorithm component and
the Metis[20] algorithm component. Those algorithm
components can be run either in the console, or can
be invoked in a user-defined workflow from the user
interface.
The logical layer enables us to manage the user
information, graph data, algorithm components, and the
workflow engine. With the support of this layer, the
BPGM administrator can update or remove algorithm
components.
The user interface layer is built in HTML, and flex
provides an interactive interface with which the user
can login to the BPGM, manage information, and most
importantly, use the graph algorithms mining graph
data.

4
4.1

System Features
BSP graph mining algorithm design

Parallel graph mining algorithms that are based on
the BSP model are the most important aspects in the
BPGM. In the MapReduce parallel model, algorithms
should be considered for the map phase and reduce
phase, but in the BSP parallel model, graph mining
algorithms are thought as vertex. Programmers employ
the perspective of the vertex to manage the gathering of
information from other vertexes and to send information
to other vertexes.
Here, we take the MSP algorithm from our graph
partition set as an example. This algorithm can be
used as a preprocessing step before a deeper mining
operation, and the partitioning of graph data can
reduce the communication between the work nodes,
increasing the efficiency and resulting in an improved
performance. The main idea of MSP is to consider the
dense subgraphs as an individual atom, and to attempt
to find as many dense subgraphs as possible. The
algorithm is divided into two phases: the aggregate
phase and the partition phase. In the aggregate phase,
we use a label propagation algorithm to detect dense
subgraphs, which will be vertexes of the upper level. In
the partition phase, we use the greedy method to
divide the high level vertex into the required number,
and finally disaggregate the vertex into the original
data. The pseudo code of this component in the
algorithm set is shown in Algorithm 1, and more details
can be seen in Ref. [19].
The minimized Partial-Ratio Cut (PRC) algorithm is
illustrated in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 Minimizing the PRC

Algorithm 1 Implement of MSP with BSP engine
Input˖G(V, E), the partition number k
Output: Graph Data Partition Result
Graph Aggregation:
1.
For (Y Í 9 ){
2.
v.setLable(RandomLabel);
3.
}
4.
while(Iteration < Max_Iteration)
5.
{
6.
For ( v Í V ){
7.
v.sendLabel(adjVertex );
8.
}
9.
Peer.sync();
10.
For ( v Í V ){
11.
v.getLabel();
12.
v.setLable(MaxNumLabel);
13.
}
14.
Peer.Sync();
15.
Iteration++;
16. }
17. Peers. sync();
Create TOP level Graph:
18. Graph TopGraph();
19. TopGraph.setVertex(G.getLabelSet);
20. For ( H Í ( ){
21. get the label of from vertex and destination vertex,
add an edge in TopGraph, and set the weight of the edge 1;
if the edge is already exist, add 1 to weight.
22. }
23. return TopGraph;
24. Peer.sync();
Stepwise partitioning Algorithm.
25. setList = ∅;
26. bestList= null;
27. For (i=0; i<k; i++){
28.
For ( v Í TopGraph ){
29.

TopGraph
, v);
k
if (PRC(S)<PRC(bestSet)){
bestSet = S;

S=minimizedPRC(TopGraph,

30.
31.
32.
}
33.
}
34.
setList = setList ∪ bestList;
35.
TopGraph.remove(bestSet);
36.
Out put the vertex with the label in the setList as
a partition result .
37. }

Input˖G(V, E), the vertex size n
the start vertex ••
Output: Constructed vertex set ••
Graph Aggregation:
1. •• = ∅;
2. •• = •• ∪ •• ;
3. while (|•• | < •){
• •••
4.
• = argmin•∈•• ••• • |•| •,•

Workflow engine and dynamic component
updating

In the logical layer, we combined the workflow engine
and dynamic component updating based on Open
Service Gateway Initiative (OSGI).
The stability of the big data mining process depends
on many factors, including the parallel storage system,
the communication situation, and the limitations of
the algorithm itself. In this case, we designed and
implemented a workflow engine that has the basic

if (••• + |•|• >

6.
7.
8.

}

9.
10.
11.
12.

|•|
•

){

•• = •• ∪ •;
else if (••• + |•|• >

|•|
•

){

break;
}
}
return ••

functions of a general workflow engine such as flow
running and flow pause, and we added a new feature to
support parallel computing. When the working process
encounters a fault, the flow can be automatically halted
and rerun from the fault point, which saves a lot of
time and eliminates the need to rerun the mining process
from the beginning. Combined with the fault tolerance
of the BSP parallel platform, the stability of the BPGM
has been improved. The details of the workflow engine
can be seen in Ref. [21].
Dynamic component updating is another feature of
the logical layer. The BPGM is designed to be a
big graph mining tool as the graph mining theory
used to develop the tool should also be updated;
thus, we designed a dynamic component updating
mechanism. Its dynamic nature implies that after
uploading the new algorithm component or disabled
antiqued algorithm components, the BPGM does not
need to reboot the BPGM, and the workflow engine can
either invoke the new components or remove the old
component from the available component list.

5
4.2

5.

Performance

We have tested the BPGM for its functionality,
reliability, usability, efficiency, maintainability, and
portability. The evaluation was performed on clusters
having 9 nodes, where each node consists of 2
Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5530, 48 GB main memory,
and 1024 GB hard drive. The evaluation data are six
randomly generated graph data sets scale ranging from
1104 edges to 2106 edges, and one real-word data
of Google web. The characteristics of these graphs data
are shown in Table 1, and the results are shown in Table
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Table 1
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Networks basic structural properties.

Data set
Number of vertex Number of edge
Data set 1
17 500
100 000
72 000
500 000
Data set 2
Data set 3
175 000
1 000 000
Data set 4
720 000
5 000 000
Data set 5
1 750 000
10 000 000
Data set 6
3 500 000
20 000 000
GoogleWeb
875 713
5 105 039

Type
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Random
Web

2. We also deployed a BC-PDM on the same cluster
and run some social network analysis algorithms using
Google web data. Some of the results are presented in
Fig. 2. Finally, we compared BPGM and BC-BSP with
the PageRank algorithm on a 4-node cluster, where the
nodes have the same hardware. The results are recorded
in Fig. 3.
The results show that most graph mining jobs can be
accomplished in a short time and benefit from welldesigned architecture. Also, the BPGM has a higher
performance than BC-PDM and BC-BSP.

6

Conclusions and Future Work

computing. It has the ability to analyze big graph
data and achieved a better performance than the
Hadoop-based data mining tools BC-PDM and BSPbased parallel platform BC-BSP. While Hama BSP
involves memory-based computing, this feature ensures
an improved performance, but limits the scale of the
graph data. BPGM also has its drawbacks, and we plan
to develop ways of making improvements in this regard.
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